
 

4.0    How to build the Shoulder Module 

Step 1 Buy the parts listed below: 
Quantity Item Price 

1 High Strength REV hub (REV-41-1147) 4.00 

1 Through Bore Bearing -Long- 12 pack (REV-41-1329) 5.00 

1 6mm D-Bore ¼” Round Bore Stainless Steel Worm (615466) 7.99 

1 27 Tooth Brass Hub Mount Worm Gear (615464) 7.99 

2 Servocity Thrust Bearings ¼” (6655K13) 2x(4.40) 

1 5mm x 75mm HEX Shaft - 4 pack (REV-41-1347) 8.00 

1 3.00” Aluminum Channel ServoCity (585442) 3.99 

1 Aluminum Motor Mount E ServoCity (555188) 5.99 

3 90 degree Single Angle Short Pattern Bracket ServoCity 
(585506) 

3x(1.99) 

1 NeveRest Classic 40 Gearmotor AndyMark (am-2964a) 26.00 

2 ¼” ID x ½” OD Flanged Ball Bearing (2 pack) ServoCity 
(535198) 

2x(2.89) 

10  ¼” 6/32 bolts and nuts  

4 ½” 6/32 bolts and nuts  

 Total cost $89.51 

 
Step 2 Manufacture the parts shown below. 

3D print 2x the shoulder REV axle to Carbon Fiber tube adapter piece per drawing: 
Shoulder.1.M  



 

Use router to manufacture shoulder base plate per drawing number: Shoulder.2.M 

 

 
 
 
 



Step 3 Assemble the parts as shown below. 
 

Cut a single Rev Axle (REV-41-1347) to 5.05” then, in the following order, slide each 
part onto the Axle. 

 

 
One Servocity Thrust bearing trio (6655K13), one REV Long Bore Bearing 
(REV-41-1329) (for spacing), the gear (615464), insert the High Strength REV Hub 
(REV-41-1147) (make sure that the two spokes slide into the two respective holes in 
the brass gear), finally, insert the second thrust bearing. 



Once you have confirmed that all parts slide readily onto the axle, remove the gear and 
slide the axle through the 3.00” channel (585442) as pictured below.  Then, replace all 
necessary parts.  

Attach the three 90 degree ServoCity angle pieces (585506) with ¼” 6/32 bolts and 
nuts to the 3.00” piece of channel as pictured below. 

Attach the ServoCity Motor mount (555188) to the back of the assembly with 6/32 bolts 



and nuts. 

Attach the NeveRest Motor (am-2964a) to the motor mount. Important: Before 
securing the motor into place with bolts, insert the worm gear (615466) onto the motor 
axle and clamp into place using provided set screws. 

 



 

Use Both Flanged Ball Bearings (535198) and slide them onto either side of the axle. 
This will eliminate the slack between the axle and the channel.  The current assembly 
should resemble the one pictured below. 



 

(Pictured below) Insert a third Flanged Ball bearing into the slot from which the motor 



axle protrudes. 

 

Attach the entire assembly to the custom made base plate.  Use 6 ½” 6/32 bolts and 
nuts for this. 



 
 

Finally, slide both custom 3D printed carbon fiber tube to REV axle adaptors onto the 
mechanism in the indicated orientation.  The shoulder assembly is complete! 



 


